MARK YOUR CALENDAR FOR THE
HIGH HOLY DAYS
WELCOMING IN THE YEAR 5770
Once again, the time for our joyous, music-filled, and
deeply spiritual celebration of
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur approaches.
Rosh Hashanah: Friday, Sept. 18, 7 pm
Saturday, Sept. 19, 10 am
Yom Kippur:

Sunday, Sept. 27, 7 pm
Monday, Sept. 28, 10 am to sundown

To be held at The Angel Orensanz Foundation,
172 Norfolk Street, south of Houston, 4 blocks east of
Allen St./1st Ave.
Children’s Services. For info, email Dara Kessler at:
doctordara@yahoo.com
Suggested donation: $100 per adult for each Holy Day.
Secure/purchase tickets in advance to reserve your
place at
www.theshulofnewyork.org
Watch for more information in the mail
or visit us online.
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COURAGE
DIGEST OF A SHABBAT TALK
By Rabbi Burt
A recent Torah portion dealt with
courage — the courage of our ancestors to complete their journey
after 40 years of wandering in the
wilderness.
I recently saw a very moving play
on Broadway, ‛Irena’s Vow‛, that
deals with the courage of a Polish
Catholic woman who hides and
saves Jews during the time of the
Holocaust. She risked her own life to save those Jews.
There were, as we know, many brave non-Jews who
put their own lives on the line to rescue Jews.
After seeing the play, I wanted to understand more
deeply what made some people so morally courageous
in such an extreme situation like the Holocaust. In my
effort to understand, I found an excellent book that
dealt with this — ‚Conscience and Courage - Rescuers
of Jews During the Holocaust.‛ The author, Dr. Eva
Fogelman is a highly regarded psychologist whose parents were Holocaust survivors.
Dr. Fogelman, after many interviews with non-Jewish
rescuers, discovered that there were three factors that
most of them had in common. First, they were raised to
value diversity and differences among people. Second,
they had role models in their lives who genuinely lived
by their humanistic and spiritual values. Third, they
realized that there are situations that demand action;
situations that do not allow for passivity. They could
take action when necessary because they trusted their
judgment and they trusted themselves.
I realized that these qualities that marked rescuers
were, at least to some extent, shaped by the influence,
the example and the support of other people. I gained a
deep understanding that ‚who we are‛ and ‚how we
live‛ so greatly support the inner qualities of other people. One of my most earnest convictions is that our effect on other people, and on society as a whole, is
much, much greater than we can even Imagine.
It is so important to bear in mind that all of us are
teachers—for good or for ill. We can, by our words and
our deeds, support the growing of other people toward
those qualities that enabled the rescuers to do what
they believed was right.

THE HEBREW SCHOOL EXPERIENCE YOU
NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE
By Karen Seidman and Sari Roboff
Say the words ‚Hebrew
School‛ to people and you
most often get a visceral
reaction – a shudder, a
frown, a scowl. But that’s
not the case with The Shul
School. In fact, it is quite
the opposite! Just as people
find something different in
our Shul’s inclusive and
uplifting approach to spiritual Judaism, parents and
children are also finding that The Shul School offers the
Hebrew school experience they never thought possible.
So, what exactly is different about The Shul School?
Many things. Let’s start with our innovative curriculum for children from 5 years of age through Bar/Bat
Mitzvah.
Using teaching approaches that deeply engage the students. Under the capable guidance of Education Director, Marsha Leo, MA, we have extraordinarily gifted
teachers (Aaron Rotenberg and Misha Shulman) who,
together with Rabbi Burt, make learning both meaningful and fun.
The creative arts and new technology are interwoven
into the teaching of the tenets of spiritual Judaism, encouraging children to form a lasting foundation of
ideas and ideals. Our classes are small, strengthening
the sense of friendship and community among the
kids.
Continued on page 3

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
FOR THE HIGH HOLY DAYS
Welcoming in the Year 5770
See last page for details

We can support people as they aspire to live by ethical
values that will help other people in so many important ways. We can support others in their growing toward moral courage on a large scale and personal courage on a smaller scale.
As the teachers we all are, we can help shape for the
good the characters of those people who are part of our
lives, and we can help to mold, for the good, the future
of life on our planet.

THE SHUL OF NEW YORK CELEBRATES
ITS 10TH ANNIVERSARY

SOCIAL ACTION —TIKKUN OLAM— IS ON
THE MOVE

By Rabbi Burt
This coming Jewish year,
5770, is very significant in
the history of the Shul of
New York. We are celebrating our tenth anniversary!
Wanting to create a synagogue that was liberal,
deeply spiritual in its emphasis, inclusive, welcoming and open to innovation, I founded a new congregation with a handful of supporters. I was fortunate that
Adam was able to join me, at first just from time to
time. With good fortune, we found a home at the Orensanz Center—a magical old synagogue rescued from
impending demolition by Al and Angel Orensanz.
People were drawn to our life-affirming, love-affirming
religious philosophy. People loved the music and joyous services. People loved being at the Orensanz Center, because of its, at that time, largely hidden beauty
and its historical significance.
Little by little, more people began joining us. The music
was getting greater as Adam found superb musicians.
As time went on, he created our amazing Shul Band.
The Orensanz Center was, as it was being restored,
more and more beautiful. People found genuine inspiration from our services and our teaching.
The Orensanz Center was becoming such a popular
venue, that we could not remain there except for the
High Holydays and a few times during the year. We
remain profoundly grateful to Al and Angel for their
kind generosity.
So began our wanderings, like the wanderings of our
people in ancient times. We went from place to place to
place, never having a physical home of our own. But,
wandering with us was the Shul Band and our lifeaffirming, love-affirming spirit.
That seemed to be enough. People continued to join
our community and to support our Spiritual Judaism.
We discovered that ‚home‛ was not a place, but a
community.

SHUL LIFE

By Karen Seidman
This year, the Shul of New York has reaffirmed our
commitment to Tikkun Olam, repairing the world, and
to the importance of giving as a community. A new
task force formed to revitalize our social action activities. The group (chaired by Naomi Shore and including Abby Marks, Carrie Schwartz, Florence Roen,
Karen Seidman, Faye Landsman, and Rabbi Burt) has
developed a social action initiative with several dimensions:
.
In our Shul Community. Do you need some help to run
an errand or accompany you to a medical appointment? Are you recovering from an illness or surgery
and need someone to drop off some food, give you a
call or pay you a visit? The Social Action committee
would like to help.
In the Broader Community. The Social Action Committee organizes activities that raise money for a variety of charities and arranges opportunities for Shul
members (individuals and groups) to volunteer their
time to offer a hand to local service organizations. In
the past, we have participated in the annual AIDS
walk, helped to build a house with Habitat for Humanity, refurbished schools with NY Cares, contributed to
Dress for Success, and more. Our Shul School curriculum emphasizes obligation to the community at large,
culminating in the Mitzvah Projects that our B’nai
Mitzvah students do to truly experience the meaning of
Bar/Bat Mitzvah in terms of this important responsibility.
The Shul in the World. The Shul plans to participate in
Project Tikkun, an outreach initiative that strives to
bring Rabbi Burt’s spiritual message and the Shul
Band’s wonderful music to communities beyond our
shores.
We are looking for more people to get involved with
Tikkun Olam. If you would like to participate in or
learn more about any of these programs, please contact
Naomi Shore (nshore@yahoo.com).
Be the mitzvah!

During these past ten
years, we have flourished.
My hope for the next ten
years and for the years after that is that we continue
to flourish. We are overflowing with creative ideas
of how to do even better
and to bring our beautiful
religious spirit to even
more people. I need the help of as many of you as possible to do that.
I thank all of you who have been with us on our
unique journey toward a 21st century Judaism rooted in
the highest aspects of our Jewish heritage. I ask for
your continuing support as we go and grow from
strength to strength.
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Volunteers take a break from setting up the
Tu B’Shvat Seder

Newsletter Photo Credits
Mary Ellis Bookbinder, Vera Michaels Hearn, Mike Hearn, Arlene Laudo,
Karen Seidman, Phyllis Spiva and the B’nai Mitzvah parents
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SCENES FROM

HEBREW SCHOOL...continued from page 1
Focusing on the values and qualities of being a spiritual Jew. The guiding principle of the curriculum
overall and each individual lesson is to ask, in an ageappropriate manner, How can you, young boy or girl,
young woman or young man, become a spiritual Jew?
What does that mean? What values and what qualities
will you have in your heart and your soul to be truly
spiritual?
In studying each of the Biblical heroes, for example, the
students focus on the particular values that each exemplifies. The teachers engage the student in thinking
about what this means for them, in their young lives.
The students consider, for example, What does justice
mean? Abraham demonstrated his deep sense of justice when he challenged God to spare the residents of
Sodom if there were 100 just men, or just 10, and finally
even one just man in the city.
What does it mean to be deeply giving and generous?
The rabbis teach us that when Rebecca met Isaac at the
well, she exemplified ‚giving-ness‛ and generosity.
She cared not only for his well-being but also responded to his camels’ need for care, going far beyond
material giving to give deeply of her time and her
energy.
The students consider situations where these values are
relevant in their lives, thinking about what they did,
for example, and how they would handle situations if
they were truly exemplifying ‚giving-ness‛ or justice
or courage or love or other core values of Judaism.
Emphasizing Inclusiveness. We’re also very proud of
how we reinforce the values of inclusiveness in the
runnig of the school. For example, the children in The
Shul School come from all kinds of families, including
interfaith households.
Moreover, unlike most other Hebrew school programs,
The Shul School welcomes 11 and 12 year olds who
may not have planned on having a Bar or Bat Mitzvah
but would now like to get ready to do so. If that scenario sounds like your family or that of a friend or family member, you’ll be happy to know that Rabbi Burt
works individually in weekly sessions with pre-Bar/Bat
Mitzvah girls and boys to prepare them for an event
that is meaningful and deeply moving.
And very importantly, families don’t have to be
‚members‛ of The Shul of New York in order for a
child to attend The Shul School. Our tuition is affordable, and we’re happy to discuss payment terms and
scholarship aid.
Making it Convenient for You. The Shul School meets
in a convenient location at the Hope Martin Studio at
39 W. 14th Street. Classes are held just once a week,
after school, making it feasible for kids to attend despite their busy schedules.
And, parents tell us they appreciate the regular email
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SHUL VOLUNTEERS MAKE IT HAPPEN:
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?
By Karen Seidman
One of the miracles of The Shul of New York is that we
do the things we do with all-volunteer help. Our holiday celebrations, our Shabbat and Havdalah services,
community projects and other initiatives – all are coordinated and carried out by volunteers. We do this
only in part for budgetary reasons. We also do it because we believe that a Shul community based on rolling up our sleeves and contributing of ourselves is a
more special Shul community – one in which we all
share in the intangible rewards of giving of ourselves.
If you would like to share in that feeling, it’s easy to do.
Would you like to
volunteer at High
Holiday services?
We need ushers.
We need help
putting
out
prayer books, setting up chairs,
and cleaning up.
Next time you
come to Shabbat
services, come 15
or 20 minutes
early, to help us set up or welcome other congregants.
Stay a few minutes afterwards to help fold saris and
collect books. During the year, you can volunteer to
help with a kids’ party or to set up for the Interfaith
Passover Seder. An extra set of hands makes a big difference.
We also have on-going initiatives in Publicity, Social
Action, Fundraising, Website, and Outreach offering
many ways to get involved. Serve on a short-term Task
Force, take on a specific project or assignment. We’re
not big on meetings — there’s much that you can do
from your home.
The Shul of New York IS all of us. So please resolve
that this year you’ll lend a hand. Check out our website www.theshulofnewyork.org for postings of volunteer needs or call our Co-President, Karen, at 212-4758763 to find out what YOU can do to help.

updates we send them, as well as the option of ‘virtual’
parent conferences.
Accepting Registrations up through the High Holy
Days. We recognize that the start of the year can be
hectic for many families, so you’ll be glad to know that
The Shul School will be accepting registrations through
the High Holy Days. You can download the forms you
need from our website www.theshulofnewyork.org/
Shul_Schools.htm or contact Marsha Leo at 212-2601759.
Encourage a child’s spiritual and ethical growth in a
Jewish context – check out The Shul School.
Pg. 3

MANY SIMCHAS — AND MUCH WISDOM — FROM 5769’s
An unusually large Bar/Bat Mitzvah class at the Shul
School provided families and the congregation with
many joyous and inspiring occasions over this past
year.
In our small community, the following ten young men
and two young women celebrated their passage into
adulthood in the year 5769.
Devon Aronson

Zoe Katz

Abe Ratnofsky

Tobin Asher

Bert Kreuter

Steven Stanley

Melissa Cabat

Andrew Kyburz

Cole Tallerman

Perry Goldman

Noah Miller

Gus Yafcak

We’re proud of our B’nai Mitzvot of 5769 and think
you’ll enjoy their insights into Torah and the values of
Spiritual Judaism and to hear how they are applying
these values in their lives. What follows are excerpts
from 7 Bar and Bat Mitzvah talks that we’ve been able
to compile this summer, despite summer camp and
vacation schedules. We will print more in our next
Shul newsletter to be published later this year.
Devon Aronson
In my Torah portion, we read
about 12 men that Moses sent to
Canaan. He sent them to see how
fertile the land was, but his main
purpose was to look at how tall
the walls were and how strong
the armies were of the Canaanites, and to see if they could settle
there. When they came back, ten
of the men said the armies were
too powerful and the walls too
high...Two of the men…said it
was true that the Canaanites are
powerful, but we can settle there. It will be hard, but
we can.
…The ten men were pessimistic, they had no confidence or courage, and they had a negative attitude.
The two men, on the other hand, were optimistic and
had confidence and courage.
I learned this lesson in my personal life. Our basketball
team was playing a game. If we won, we would be going to the championship. We were losing by 11 points
very early in the game, and…we all started believing
that we going to lose. The team started to fall apart.
Then a speck of light appeared. One of the team members, Lawong, said the only way we could win is if we
kept a positive attitude…We started to follow Lawong’s advice… The second we did that we…started
to come back. We all felt better about ourselves. After
making a comeback and actually taking a 5-point lead,
we eventually lost, but that’s not the point. When we
lost, we weren’t losers. We had done our best, and we
were a team.
Pg. 4

BILL LAVNER’S CORNER
A WORD FROM OUR SIT-DOWN COMIC

Edited by Sari Roboff

GREAT SLATE OF PROGRAMS TO
CELEBRATE OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY
By Karen Seidman

If We Only….

Tobin Asher
Tobin made a film for his
Bar Mitzvah in which he
interviewed the people who
have been the greatest influences on him in shaping
who he is. What follows are
excerpts from the narrative
accompanying his film.
We live in a world of commitments. Every day we go
about our lives committing to one thing or another.
You can commit to a small thing, like doing your
homework, or a larger thing, like becoming the next
president of the United States, or you can even commit
to committing to nothing at all. No matter what you
choose, you shape your life by the commitments you
make.
As a child, the commitments that the adults in your life
make are a crucial part of influencing the journey that
begins on the day you are born…
… In 2004, the summer I turned 10, my parents committed to another move, this time to NYC. … During
my first month living in New York we went to High
Holy day services at The Shul of New York, where I
met Rabbi Burt, who would officiate at my Bar Mitzvah
ceremony, and first heard the Shul Band. It was then I
committed seriously to the process of creating a Bar
Mitzvah ritual, a Jewish coming of age tradition…
…Through interviewing my life-teachers, this movie
has opened up my mind to recognizing that even the
small journeys in life make a great impression on your
overall being.
But there are bigger journeys as well: the passage to
becoming a responsible adult.

If we only had a charismatic rabbi who dazzles us with
his wisdom, laughter and song
we would have been grateful and content
If we only had a spiritually rocking band with angelic
voices
we would have been grateful and content
If we only had a warm and welcoming congregation
including multi-ethnic and mixed religion families
we would have been grateful and content
If we only had an enticing array of educationally joyful
programs for children and adults
we would have been grateful and content
If we only had our High Holy Days at the spectacular
Angel Orensanz Foundation for the Arts (the oldest
still-standing synagogue in New York)
we would have been grateful and content
If we only had a scrumptious Oneg feast after each
service
we would have been grateful and content
If you would only join us at the Shul of New York
we will be grateful and content...............and so will you

THE SHUL QUILT: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
YOU TO REMEMBER AND HONOR
By Jiro Adachi
The Shul of New York, a movable synagogue, a
congregation without walls, nevertheless has a place of
permanence for those wishing to memorialize loved
ones: The Shul Quilt. This work of art was designed
and pieced together over the past year and a half as a

…So, after all the interviewing and movie making and
reflecting, I ask myself, ‚What does having a bar mitzvah mean?‛ …For me a Bar Mitzvah is a way to see
my journey, a way for me to recognize what’s most
important in my life. Committing to this ritual and this
movie is a way for me to truly begin to understand
what it means to be a loving, responsible, hopeful, living person in this

..Being a Jew has taught me to respect all people because of the terrible abuse that the Jewish people have
experienced throughout history. Our slavery in Egypt,
the Holocaust and present day Anti-Semitism are reasons that bind Jewish

Rabbi Burt will offer several talks as part of our Lifelong
Learning program, including a once-a-week, year-long course
on How to Read the Bible. He’s also planning an Almost All
Night Shavuot Learn-a-thon in May. We’re planning two
guest lectures: one on 9/24/09 entitled, What’s Jewish About
Jewish Poetry presented by Professor Stephen Paul Miller,
and another on 10/22/09 by Father Richard Nelson on the
Jewish Roots of Christianity.
We’re also looking forward to offering quarterly programs
for families. We‘ll hold a very unique Rosh Hashana seder
on 9/20/09 that kids will love, our wonderful Chanukah party
on 12/6/09 (just in time to buy/make Chanukah presents!), a
Purim Party for children on 2/28/10 and a Family Shabbat
Dinner in April.
And don’t forget Rabbi Burt’s drop-in monthly Torah Study
on the second Friday of each month and the Purim Party for
adults on 2/27/10. And watch for a variety of fundraisers (Met
Museum tours, walking tours and more!) that will entertain
you and benefit the Shul.
Pick up a program catalog at High Holy Day services. Check
out our new, improved website www.theshulofnewyork.org
for the latest info on what’s coming up at The Shul of New
York.

BAR MITZVAHS, continued from page 5
Gus Yafcak
My Torah portion was about
helping the Earth. It stated
that when Moses was on top
of Mount Sinai, God told him
that the Jews were to plant
and grow things on their
land for 6 years, but rest for
the 7th year and allow the
land to rest, like a Shabbat
year.
The essence of this message can be applied today. We
shouldn’t pollute the earth, air and water. There are
two reasons that we should not pollute the Earth, Air,
and Water. The first reason is that if we pollute the
Earth, we will have nowhere to live and all living
things will die out. If we have no water to drink, all
livings things would die of thirst. If we had no air to
breathe, all living things would suffocate.

Perry Goldman
I’d like to give a very special ‚thank you‛ to Rabbi
Burt Siegel for the many
hours he spent working
with me and sharing his
wisdom, patience, and
humor…I will miss our
weekly get togethers..

We’ve planned some fascinating, new programs to celebrate
our 10th Anniversary year. We hope you will join us for many
of them. We are initiating Fifth Friday programs in October,
January, April and July featuring Israeli dancing, an evening
of environmental awareness (for Tu B’Shvat), a movie night
sponsored by the Social Action Task Force, a compelling Interfaith Dialogue about issues facing us today, and a Community Sing led by Adam Feder.

collaborative project by the Shul of New York community, to be used as a backdrop for all services. The
quilt’s border, however, is in the process of being completed. Rectangular patches of golden hand embroidery on a navy blue background contain dedications to
loved ones no longer with us but whose spirits remain
in our hearts and minds. Dedications are available for
multiples of Chai, starting at $180. Space on the border
is limited, so if interested, go to the shul’s website at
www.theshulofnewyork.org, and click on the quilt link
to make your dedication. Or contact Vera Michaels at
212-228-0435 or dr.veramichaels@nyu.edu.

The other reason is that the Earth has been around for
billions of years. What would give humans, a species
that’s only been around for several million years, the
right to destroy it and wipe out all of the other species?
We should respect all life forms on this planet. Just as
there is racism and ethnocentrism, there is speciesism.
Speciesism is when one species believes that their species is better than all others. However, we should not
do this, because, as Rabbi Burt agrees, the highest spiritual value is life.
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JOURNEY OF MEMORY— FROM THE HOLOCAUST TO MACCABIAH CHAI

SHUL SCHOOL BAR AND BAT MITZVAH SPEECHES — Part I

By Vera Michaels Hearn
Mike and I just returned from the Maccabiah Games,
which have been held in Israel every four years for the
past 72 years. This was the eighteenth Maccabiah, so it
was named, fittingly, Maccabiah Chai (‚Macabee to
Life!‛). We went because our 15-year old nephew
David Frankl was one of six young men selected to
represent America in junior level gymnastics. At the
opening ceremonies, we watched as 7,000 athletes
marched into the stadium in Ramat-Gan carrying their
countries’ flags in the emotionally stirring parade of
nations.
Mentioning the ‚Jewish Olympics‛ to people has
sometimes elicited a smile, as if the very idea of a
‚Jewish athlete‚ were an oxymoron. But athletes from
around the world proved that yes, there is such a thing
as a Jewish athlete. One example was Jason Lezak, the
Olympian swimmer who helped Michael Phelps win
his eighth gold medal in Beijing by dramatically making up a body-and-a-half length in the final lap to
clinch the gold for the American relay team. Jason was
honored in Israel by being chosen to light the Maccabiah flame. Our own David Frankl, with the AllAround Gold medal in gymnastics, in addition to two
bronzes in individual events, likewise proved that
there is such a thing as a Jewish athlete.
I used the opportunity of being in Israel to
finally donate a
copy of my doctoral dissertation
to Yad Va’Shem,
Israel’s
Holocaust Museum,
in Jerusalem. My
research, on bilingualism and
memory, focused
on
Holocaust
survivors,
and
showed how the
emotional intensity of memories
is
diminished
when they are
recounted in a
language other
than the one in
which they were experienced. At a time when knaves
and fools have tried to deny the very existence of the
Holocaust, I felt it was crucial that the voices of Holocaust survivors be heard and that the nature of their
bilingual accounts be clearly understood.
Rabbi Burt’s recent sermon about Holocaust rescuers
reminded me that rescuers were also an emphasis in
my own research. The only way I could get through the
horrors of Holocaust literature was to remember that
there had been ordinary non-heroic people who had
risked their lives to perform small or large acts of kindness that often made the difference between life and
death for the people they rescued.
Pg. 8

Perry Goldman, continued
Yad Va’Shem recognizes and remembers
these
rescuers by planting carob trees in
their honor along
the Avenue of the
Righteous. When
possible, rescuers
have also been
presented with a
medal bearing the Talmudic inscription: ‚Whomsoever
saves a single soul, is as one who saves the world entire.‛
In the face of such atrocities, I needed to know that
there had been good people everywhere. As Max
Ehrmann wrote in his poem Desiderata, it is important
to remember that, ‚With all its sham, drudgery, and
broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world.‛
A few years ago in Auschwitz it was important to
stand on the same soil where my Grandmother and
Uncle were murdered and to be counted among the
living and the strong.
Watching the inspiring and rousing march of 7,000
Jewish athletes into the Ramat-Gan stadium in the year
of Maccabiah Chai, was not only evidence of our survival; it was a poignant reminder that, yes, we are here
– thriving, vigorous, athletic and full of life.

people together. If you enslave someone, or degrade
someone or humiliate someone based on their religion,
that is an unacceptable thing…People need to be
judged for who they are, not who they worship, not for
the color of their skin…Religion brings comfort to people…It helps people…come together in groups and
embrace common ideas and beliefs. Religion can make
the world a better place, if we all respect the religious
beliefs of others. As a young Jewish man...I hope and
pray that my contemporaries and I influence the world
to prevent Anti-Semitism, racism and terrorism from
being passed on to future generations…
…At Camp Nageela for the past two summers…the
stories I’ve heard, the celebrations and teachings
have…shown me the real meanings of Judaism…
fairness, treating others as you would like to be treated,
karma, giving and receiving in equal amount, and doing ‚Mitzvahs‛ or good deeds for others. These qualities are all part of who I am and are at the core of Judaism.

Zoe Katz

Andrew Kyburz

This time of the year is
the Jewish New Year and
a time of change, a
changing from the old
year to the new one.
This is a time where we
look forward to the
changes that are coming
in the future. Speaking
of change, this is a moment in my life where I will be changing from a child
into an adult. These past few weeks I have been wondering -- of all the times a Bar Mitzvah could be, why
does it have to be when our voices are cracking? I’ve
also been thinking about change and what it means to
me. With the passing of the year I become an adult.
With becoming an adult I get new responsibilities and
privileges that I enjoy and endure. Two years ago in
September 2006 I got the privilege to eat out in the city
for lunch. I also have the privilege of walking home by
myself. But not all things are good about getting older
because now I have the responsibility of having to do
eighth grade homework instead of what used to be
easy homework. I have realized that change is not always good because it never stops and keeps going.

My Torah portion deals
with the importance of
caring for the poor and the
less fortunate, and at first I
thought it dealt with these
issues in a rather odd way.
The parsha gives the example of the farmer, who,
when gathering wheat,
misses a bundle; the Torah
tells us that the farmer
should leave it where it
falls, to be picked up later
by the poor. When harvesting grapes, or when whole
grapevines fall to the ground, the Torah says to leave
them as well, for the poor…

Abe Ratnofsky

… At first, I thought that this was a rather unfeeling
and even heartless way of caring for those in need:
leaving them, so to speak, the crumbs off the table… It
seemed like an insult to their dignity, to have them
rummaging at night through the discards, like letting
the homeless mine the dumpster…

… Tragically, many children in poor countries who are
slaves are forced to work in factories with poor working conditions including bad sanitation… Many children need to work for outrageous hours sometimes.
And the sad part is that this becomes their whole
life….when this becomes a lifetime of slavery….

… But…I began to think that *the parsha+ applies more
to the farmer, the owner of the vineyard…*to+ the welloff, instead of the poor. Because …isn’t our mania for
making complete use of every single strand of wheat,
every single grape…really a lot like gluttony? You
know, it’s not kosher to be a pig!

… Our responsibility is to be aware and help to protect
those who are not able to protect themselves. And it is
our hope that we can enable others to find ways to liberate themselves from being taken advantage of.

…By leaving food in this way for the poor, the gift is
anonymous to both the giver and gifted, and the only
one who knows who gave and who received is
God….We are…not making the less fortunate feel as if
they owe us anything for simply doing what is right
and just. This…also keeps the giver humble. They
give without seeking glory.

Since Passover is coming
up within the next few
weeks…I want to talk
about Passover as a time
of freedom both in ways
that we can be free from
stress at school or at
work and come to rejoice
with friends and family,
but also to remember
how the Jews were freed from Egypt with the help of
Moses and G-d to finally seek haven in the ‚Promised
Land‛. … Many people do not realize how many people are still slaves in one way or another.... there are
still many who are not aware of the blessings of freedom. …

This is where my mitzvah project comes in. For my Bar
Mitzvah, I have chosen to support the XO laptops. XO
Laptops have been developed for use by children in
communities with limited access to education and the
tools that support it. This was developed specifically
for use in remote areas. I think that this is a way to liberate these children from a lifetime of slavery and hard
work.
Continued on page 9
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SHUL SCHOOL BAR MITZVAH PARENTS
LOVE THE DIFFERENCE
Linda Henley Goldman
(Perry Goldman’s mom)
My son Perry’s Bar Mitzvah service was magical. Rabbi Burt, his attire, the Shul Band, all wove a
feeling of specialness and sincerity. Many of our
guests had never been to a Bar Mitzvah and so they
were amazed with the experience. The service and the
reception were in a loft in Long Island City and the
fragrance of lilacs filled the air. The total package was
beyond what I could have wished for. Perry was
thrilled, his speech was short and sincere and was very
much him.
Rabbi Burt is like the Pied Piper of Judaism. He brings
everyone along as he sings, tells stories, explains
things, and reflects on religion. He is wonderful and
the Shul of New York is lucky to have him. He is a
gem and everyone he comes into contact with feels his
sincerity and honor.
Perry really likes Rabbi Burt. He felt Rabbi Burt was on
his side, he felt he cared about him and wanted him to
succeed at his Bar Mitzvah, and in life. In the beginning of Hebrew school in 5th grade, Perry had some
issues early on with Hebrew School but Rabbi Burt
coached him and set things on the right path. As a
mom, you never forget the kind souls who help your
child. Rabbi Burt is such a soul.
Organized religion is not for me. The Shul offered us
what we needed...hip religion, great acceptance and
flexibility. It was a wonderful experience for our family and the Bar Mitzvah was a great success. I know
Perry will always feel a deep connection to being Jewish and that makes me happy, knowing my son will
carry on in the traditions of my family and ancestors. I
doubt Perry will follow daily religious practices but he
is a good and true person, he is honest and kind. His
heart is full of compassion and he will make many
mitzvahs in his life!

“AHOY LILLY!“

MUSINGS ON FACEBOOK, “KESHER” (CONNECTION), AND THE SHUL COMMUNITY

By Adam Feder

By Dani Durkin

Having just finished rereading Moby Dick for
the 3rd time, I can’t
help but see most
things
at
present
through the lens of
whales, ocean, and
ship and Melvillean
sentences. So here goes.
It is with great pride
and
congratulatory
spirit, laced with a hint
of sadness that underlies most serious life
changes, that I bid
a hearty ``MazelTov‛
and Bon Voyage to our
very own Lilly Lavner as she sets off on a new course
for herself. Lilly came on board ‘The Shul Band’ as a
‘wee sprite’ and through a thousand tides and seven
oceans has come to be commander of her own vessel.
This ‘Shul Band’ is a good ship, a strong ship and at
moments a majestic ship which has been made stronger
and mightier and more beautiful by Lilly’s presence all
of these years. I dare say, Lilly grew up aboard this
ship and has been a dear and trusted mate to many.
Steadily she has garnered her accomplishments and it
is now to a greater ocean that she sets sail. We all wish
her ‘Godspeed’ as she sails into her masters program in
College Administration at The University of Michigan
this fall. We hope to see you and hear your beautiful
voice over and over again, through the years, when
you have chance to return safely to this port with stories of your adventures and of course the ‘great whale’.

Amy Roth
(Andrew Kyburz’s mom)
Andrew came to Rabbi Burt about one year prior to his
Bar Mitzvah. Before attending the Shul of NY, Andrew
had very little exposure to Jewish education. So he had
to scramble a bit to catch up. By going through this
experience, though, Andrew felt that he passed a real
crossroad and now has different expectations for
himself.
I was impressed by Rabbi Burt's scholarship and insistence on Andrew doing his Bar Mitzvah at a standard
that met Rabbi Burt's approval. Andrew responded
well to this and extended himself. And due to the
Rabbi's kindness and sense of humor, Andrew enjoyed
the whole process while learning a great deal in a short
time. He was very confident and relaxed.
Many of our guests commented on how unique and
enjoyable the service was. Between Rabbi Burt's joy,
Andrew's composure and the wonderful music, it was
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a totally new experience of a Bar Mitzvah ceremony for
them.
Rabbi Burt was flexible about the date of Andrew’s Bar
Mitzvah so that our family could celebrate some significant milestones together: his Bar Mitzvah, my
brother's 65th birthday, and my mother's 92nd birthday. It was a true celebration of how important we all
are to each other. My mother died unexpectedly several weeks later and we were comforted by the fact that
she enjoyed this joyous time with family and friends. I
thank Rabbi Burt for making that a possibility!

My Rabbi, the Rabbi of
The Shul of New York, just
“friended” me on Facebook. It wasn’t shocking,
and it made me laugh. I
laughed because for just a
second, it was difficult to
merge the concepts of
‚Rabbi‛ and ‚Social Networking‛ together. But
then I realized that there
was something perfectly
natural for me to receive
that ‚friend request‛ from
Rabbi Burt Siegel. Not everyone emails with her
Rabbi, much less gets a request from him to be
‚friends‛ on Facebook. But Rabbi Burt and I have been
emailing each other for years. In terms of the evolution
of modern communication, it is only natural that one
day my Rabbi would ‚friend‛ me or I, him.
The uninitiated (and I mean, uninitiated to Rabbi Burt,
not Facebook) might judge this and think, with disdain,
‚oh, another superficial link between two people—this
Facebook stuff is going to destroy real, meaningful
(even spiritual!) interactions.‛ Another person might
see this as indication that The Shul of New York boasts
one seriously hip Rabbi. I think that what this shows,
simply, is one more way two spiritual Jews have found
to connect to one another. I won’t go so far as to say
that Facebook is a spiritual entity; there are many quite
meaningful ways to embody kesher, (Hebrew for connection.) But it gives me, us, the opportunity to think
about our kesher with one another, and the way to
strengthen our mutual and individual spiritual lives.
I’m on the Board of The Shul of New York but I haven’t
been to many services over the past year and a half. I
fell very ill, and unexpectedly had to leave my partner
and our cats, my work and studies, and my community
at Shul for the care of doctors and my dedicated parents out in California. For many months, I was too sick
to even keep up with emails. But eventually, I regained
enough strength to keep up with a few people, some of
whom are from the Shul, and my energy has slowly
improved. Without the Internet, the isolation I’ve
grown into as a result of my Cushing’s Syndrome
would only have been compounded by the inability to
reach and be reached. And connection, the giving and
receiving of good energy, has been integral to the healing of my mind and body. I think this illustrates how
we all save each other from isolation, by participating
in the communities of our choice, be they online, or in
Friday night Shabbat services, or on the High Holy
Days.
In today’s world, there seems to be a paradox of
connection produced with the Internet. On the one
hand, one can argue, the Internet risks replacing real,
meaningful conversation and relationships with
thoughtless instant messages or cold grammatical
structure lacking poetry or warmth.

Because that argument exists, it seems fair to suggest
that connection, kesher, in a sincere fashion is a value we,
as Jews and non-Jews, find innately important. It is
natural to want to connect, and to do so in a way that
touches us deeply. And it is Jewish to want to connect,
because through connection we acknowledgement that
I need you and you need me, strength in numbers (!)
and, therefore, we are organically good for each other
in a group, celebrating meaningful togetherness, a kind
of Jewish holiness.
Many of us in Reform Judaism struggle with how to
connect, for example, to the Jewish religion. We wish to
raise our children with the traditions; some of us wish
to practice certain rituals and abandon others; many of
us long for a place where our spirits may flourish in a
nurturing environment; and so many of us desire to
express our love and our joy in a central place, full of
music, anchored in the familiar words of a god to
whom we can relate. Connection and the desire for it are
healthy and health-giving. Connection is a living,
breathing experience. And it’s an experience that requires participation from others and from ourselves.
The significance of the Facebook element of my relationship with our Rabbi is only relevant in so far as it
shows one of the many ways I, myself, am connected to
The Shul of New York, and all of its congregants. When
I was well, I went to Shabbat services, I helped with the
Oneg, I danced with The Shul Band, I interacted with
writers, artists, musicians, lawyers, photographers,
therapists, healers, curators, professors, midwives, entertainers, and activists at The Shul of New York. I volunteered my time to listen and plan and act in order to
make The Shul of New York a special place. Our special, spiritually Jewish place.
I feel this connection happening in real time when I go
to services at The Shul of New York. The musicians in
The Shul Band facilitate that seemingly magic tapestry
into which we weave ourselves with the sage guidance
and fabulous humor of Rabbi Burt. I’ve not been able to
make it to Shabbat services for so long, because my
illness requires that I see doctors out here in California.
But I know that the High Holy Days are truly Days of
Awe at The Shul of New York, a time and place for all
of us to connect in person, and reflect as individuals.
We are alone yet significantly together. If I cannot be
there in person due to my illness, although I plan to
try!, then knowing that you are there, connecting will
generate joy within me just as joy grows within you..
And although I don’t post minute-by-minute updates
about my life on my Facebook page, I still value the
connection I maintain with people through Facebook,
and through the Internet. I’d gladly become a Facebook
‚fan‛ of Rabbi Burt or The Shul Band, if possible.
The point is, they already know I’m one of their biggest
fans. Seems we don’t really need Facebook, after all.
But we absolutely need each other.
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